The task of architectural education is somewhat similar to preparing for a career in musical composition for one who does not play a musical instrumentboth the craft by which the art may be pursued as well as the discipline of compositional technique (and thereby expressive capacities) are absent. An aroused sensitivity through a cntical exposure to either music or building is an obvious advantage and the evidence of creative talent in an analogous art formin the case of architecture this is usually drawing, painting or sculptureis an indicator ot potential success, and it is on this evidence that admission to a school of architecture is usually based.
It may be reasonably argued that in a successful work of architecture both means and ends, craft and content are, or should be, indistinguishable; that the entering student starts at ground zero m both areas is certain. This being the case, architectural education must proceed by way of a carefully and precisely cahbrated progression of exercises in which the relationship of lessons addressing the craft of realization and lessons addressing the nature of the object to be realized is clearly understood by both student and teacher. Of course, the brilliant student will always strive to transcend these tenns of reference and the wise critic will always encourage this, but to transcend the temis of reference is to rise above and beyond them, not to avoid or sidestep them.
The purpose of thesis is to allow, indeed to obhge the student rather than the teacher to set the terms ot reference and in turn to have his critic give advice and make judgement with respect to those terms. Students necessarily reflect back to the school the nature of their preparation when faced with this task. Too often the thesis is interpreted as nothing more than the dubious freedom of choice of building type, location and/or social program. However, if the inter-relationship and inter-dependence of means and ends has been at the core of each preparatory exercise then it is not unreasonable to expect the thesis fomiation, its content and its presentation to be clear and to allow for infomied commentaiy and judgement. Michael McKiinidl is a iciiior design partner with the firm KaUnuvm, McKiimcll, Wood (est. 1962) . He was a professor al Harvard UniversilY's Graduate Scliool of Design for twenty-five years and has taught at Yale University, the University of Manchester, and Cohiinbia University.
